Supplementary Information 1: Local variability of LSCTP Supplementary
: Depicts the relation between local standard deviation of local similarity of cortical thickness profiles values (vertical axis) and the window diameter employed to estimate them (horizontal axis). Local similarity of cortical thickness profiles maps that exhibit a high local variability are more informative compared to maps that show low local variability. Results suggest that highest standard deviations were found for primary windows within the 4 to 8 mm range.
Supplementary Information 2: Thickness maps, LSCTP maps, and Local deviation of cortical thickness maps
Here we present the average cortical thickness of our sample (Supplementary Figure S2 ) that is well in line with observations made by others 1 . Next, we present detailed LSCTP maps as obtained for the various sliding window sizes . We have corrected the maps for multiple testing using Monte-Carlo methods. The correction table that resulted from the Monte Carlo analysis is given in Supplementary Information S3. We also present local standard deviations of cortical thickness (LDCT) maps (Supplementary Figure S7) . These maps were created only for the 8 mm window that was the primary window of interest. In short, we extracted all thickness data within the window of interest for all 42 subjects. Next we estimated within window standard deviation from the number of subjects*number of vertex thickness data. One might expect that high LSCTP values only occur in regions were sufficient local variance exist. The LDCT maps suggest that high LSCTP values indeed occur in regions that exhibit higher standard deviations. The latter observation was somewhat less the case for the somatosensory system. In particular, the more dorsal aspects of the lateral frontal parietal system were characterized by low LDCT values. This is well in line with the low LSCTP values for frontal parietal systems reported in figure 2 of the main text. In addition regions of higher LDCT and LSCTP can co-occur with higher cortical thickness. 
Supplementary

Supplementary Information 3: Monte Carlo simulations and other unlikely events
Here we report the technical details of the Monte Carlo analysis. Supplementary Table S1 reports spatial smoothness of true cortical thickness maps per subject using FS_average smoothwm and FS_average sphere.reg meshes as targets. We show that estimated FWHM indeed differs across different meshes but the number of smoothing iterations needed to obtain shuffled data with the same degree of smoothness as true data is identical. In Supplementary Table S2 Supplementary Table S1 reports the number of smoothing iterations performed on spatially shuffled data. We also report the spatial smoothness of the observed "true" data that were estimated using the formula (1) found in the main text. "dv" refers to the inter neighbor distance of the respective meshes.
Critical LSCTP threshold for a given sliding window size with smoothing 
